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The homological dimension of a module MR is often related to the

cardinality of a set of generators for M or for right ideals of R. In this

note, upper bounds for this homological dimension are obtained in two

situations.

In [8] Jensen has shown that, for any ring R whose finitely generated

right ideals are countably related, if any right ideal of R is generated by

>5n elements, then the right global dimension of R exceeds the weak

global dimension by at most n + 1 . In section 1 we show that the

condition that finitely generated right ideals are countably related may be

deleted, and Jensen's theorem will still hold.

In [3] Berstein showed that a direct limit of modules over a countable

directed system has dimension at most one more than the supremum of

the dimensions of the modules. This is also an immediate consequence of

Roos [14], Theorem 1. In section 2 we show that a direct limit of

modules over a directed system of cardinality K« has dimension at most

n + 1 more than the supremum of the dimensions of the modules. Balcerzyk

showed this for a directed union in [2].

All rings R will have identity 1 all modules will be unital right R-

modules. For a module M, hdR(M) (or hd{M) if no confusion arises) will

denote the homological dimension of M. gl. d{R) will denote the right

global dimension of R and w. gl. d{R) its weak global dimension. A basic

tool for calculating upper bounds on homological dimensions is the following

proposition of Auslander.

PROPOSITION 0. 1. Let ^y be a non-empty well-ordered set, M a right R-

module, {Ni \ i e ^ } a family of submodules of M such that N% Q Nj for i ^ j .

If M= Uie^Ni and hdR{Nilϋj<iNj)^n for all f e y , then hdR{M)^n.

Proof This is proposition 3 of [1].
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PROPOSITION 0. 2. Let BR C AR. If hd(A) > hd(B), then hd(A)

= hd{A/B). If hd(A) < hd{B), then hd(A/B) = hd{B) + 1. If hd{A) = hd{B)y

then

Proof This is Theorem 1. 2 of Kaplansky [10].

We observe that hd(B) cannot exceed both hd{A)i and hd(A/B), and

hd{B) = hd(A/B) implies Arf(β) =

COROLLARY 0. 3. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 0. 1, j / ' hdR(\Jj<iNj)

m /or ΛZ/ i e ^ , ίfew hdR{M) ^ m + 1.

/ . Since hdR(\Jj<iNj)^m and hdR(Nή = hdR(ϋj<i+iNj)^m9 hdR(Ni/

Nj)^Lm + l by Proposition 0. 2. Hence hdR(M)-<tmΛ-l by Proposition

0. 1.

§ 1. Dimension of a flat module. In this section we get an upper

bound on the homological dimension of a flat ϋNmodule in terms of the

number of generators of ideals of R.

DEFINITION : R is called K«-noetherian if every right ideal of R is

generated by a set of elements of cardinality ^ K«.

LEMMA 1. 1. Let F be an R-module generated by a set of cardinality < Kn.

If R is Άn-noetheriany then every submodule of F is ^'generated.

Proof Jensen's proof in [7] for the case n = 0 goes through exactly in

this case.

Let F be a free i?-module. We say B c F is a *-submodule of F <=>

for all {bi\l<i^ή} Q B, there ί s a w e HomR(F,B) such that u(bή = bi for

. By [4], p. 65, B is a *-submodule of F 4=Φ F/B is flat.

LEMMA 1. 2. Ztfί M be a countably related flat R-module. Then hdR(M)

See Jensen [7], Lemma 2.

THEOREM 1. 3. Let F be a free R-module with basis {xi \ i e . J O * B a*-

submodule of F. Then any submodule T of B generated by K& elements can be

embedded in a *-submodule T* of B such that T* is also ^-generated. If fee ω,

any &k-generated *-closed submodule has homological dimension ^ h.
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Proof. We use transfinite induction on k.

Basis : k = 0.

Let Ό * | i e ω} generate T ^ B. We inductively define Ti, u% so that

To = toR and

i) ti e Tt

ii) Ty c Tt for all i ^ i

iii) T* is a finitely generated submodule of B

iv) tt, : F—>Ti+i is the identity on Ti.

Assume we have Ti. Let ur: F —> B be any map which is the

identity on Ti + ti+iR. Define m : F—> B by ui{xj) = 0 if Ti + ti+ιR

has zero projection on XjR #*•(&/) = uf(xj) otherwise. Since Ti + ti+iR is

finitely generated, Wf(a?i) = 0 for all but a finite number of j e ^ . Hence

Ti+ι=Ui{F) is finitely generated and {TylO^y^ z + 1} satisfies i)—>iv).

Set

T * = U?=oT;.

Since any finite subset of T* is contained in some Ti, m : F—>T*+i c T*

is a map leaving it fixed. Hence T* is a *-submodule of B. Clearly T*

is countably generated and contains T. Since F/T* is flat, by Lemma

1. 2, T* must be projective.

Induction step. Let O r | r<Kfc} generate T. Set

Tr = [trR+ \Jβ<rTβ\*

for all 7<&h. If for all β<ΐ, Tβ is generated by at most *ίo times

cardinality of β elements, then trR + Uβ<rTβ is generated by Xo cardinality

7* elements. Hence by the induction hypothesis, Tr exists and is generated

by at most &>• cardinality T elements. Set

Then T* ΏT and T* is Kfc-generated. Since a linearly ordered chain of

*-submodules is a *-submodule, T* is the required module.

If fceω, since \Jβ<rTβ is a *-submodule of F generated by a set of

K&-1 elements, by the induction hypothesis hdR(\Jβ<rTβ)^Lk — l. By

Corollary 0. 2, hdR(T*)^k.
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COROLLARY 1. 4. Let R be ^n-noetheήan. Then

gl. d{R) < w. gl. dim [R) + n + 1.

Proof. Let / be any right ideal of R. Since R is Xw-noetherian, we

can find a projective resolution

. . ..—>Fn —•• ••—>Fo—>R/I—>0

of R/I where each Fn is free on Kn generators. Let w. gl. dim (R) = k.

Then the image of Fh is flat, so the image of Fk+i is a *-submodule of

Fk generated by at most K« elements. Then hdR(lmage Fh+i)^n by the

theorem, so hdR(R/I)^k + 1 + n. The global dimension theorem (Auslander

[1]) completes the proof.

A module M is flat if and only if M is a direct limit of finitely gene-

rated free modules. (See [11].) Of course, direct limit cannot be replaced by

directed union here. However:

COROLLARY 1. 5. Let R be &n-noetheήan. Then any flat R-module is

the directed union of ^-generated flat submodules.

Proof. Let N be any ^-generated submodule of the flat module M,

and let F= Σ!ιi(=jr® X*R be a free module mapping onto M with kernel K.

We wish to find a flat submodule N' c M such that N £ N' and N' is

generated by £ίn elements. We apply a snaking argument of Kaplansky

[9], N is contained in the image of K« of the Xi, say Σ t e ^ x i R Let

To = K Π Σ ί e tr%iR To is Xn-generated by Lemma 1. 1. Hence To is

contained in an K«-generated *-closed submodule Ti.

Assume Ti has been defined so that Ti is an Xn-generated, *-closed

submodule of K containing Tj for all j< I. Since Ti is Kw-generated,

it is contained in 2 ί e ΰτχίR f° r some set ^ c ^y of cardinality at most

Kn. By Lemma 1.1, K Π Σ ί e ^ ^ is Kn-generated. Set T/+i = {K

Π Σ £ G ^ ^ ) * Set

T =

Then T is an ascending union of *-closed submodules of F and so *-closed.
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Moreover, x e K Π *Σie^,XiR implies x e H^^-XiR Π if for some /, so

x e T/+i. Hence

T = K n

and 2 f e ^,XiR/T is isomorphic to a flat, Kw-generated submodule of M

containing N. M is the directed union of such submodules.

We note that Corollary 1. 4 is the best possible result, for by Osofsky

[12], an Kn-noetherian valuation ring which is not Kn_!-noetherian has

global dimension n + 2. Its weak dimension is 1. By Pierce [13] a free

boolean ring on Kw generators has global dimension n + 1 , and its weak

dimension is 0. It is unknown if the number of generators of the flat

submodules can be reduced in 1. 5. We can show, however, that in the

case n = 0, Corollary 1. 5 is best possible. The following modification of an

example of Kaplansky is due to C.U. Jensen.

Let R be the subring of the ring of all continuous functions from Q

to Q generated by functions composed of a finite number of linear pieces.

Then R is countable, and for all r e R, r~1{0) consists of a finite number

of components. Let / be the ideal of R consisting of functions vanishing

in a neighborhood of 0. Let / 0 = 0, and for n :> 1, let fn be 1 on

(— oo, — 2/ή] U [2/w, oo), linear on [— 2/w, - 1/ή] U [l/», 2/w], and 0 on

[—1/w, 1/w]. Then { / n + i - / n | n e ω } forms a dual basis for /, so / is

projective. We show that no finitely generated submodule of / is flat.

Let glf ,gn<Ξ I, and let [a,b] be the largest neighborhood of 0 on

which all of the gι vanish. By multiplying by — 1 if necessary, we may

assume all of the g£ are non-negative on a neighborhood to the right of b,

and at least one of the g£ is strictly positive there. Let h be non-zero on

(a,b) and zero elsewhere. Then hgi = 0 for all i. If Σ&/? is flat, the

kernel of an epimorphism from a free module to it is a *-submodule, so

there exist {Pij\l^ i, j<n} c R such that 0 = YS^iQiVip a n <3 hpij = hδij

for all j9 1 < j ^ n. Then

0 = Σu=i9i(Σ%iPij)

and Pij = δij on [a, b]. Hence Σy=iP*i = 1 on [a, b\ so in a neighborhood

to the right of b, each &(ΣPu)^0, and some &(ΣPty)>0, a contradic-

tion.
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COROLLARY 1. 6. Let R have cardinality Kn. Then the left and

right global dimensions of R can differ by at most n + 1.

Proof. Each dimension is equal to or greater than the weak dimension,

and exceeds it by at most n + 1.

In Corollary 1. 6, no smaller bound is possible, for Jategaonkar [6] has

an example of a left hereditary ring of cardinality K« and right global

dimension = n + 2.

§ 2. Dimension of a direct limit. Let Z) be a directed set,

{_Ri,π{\i,j e D} a directed system of rings, {Mi9ξi\i,j e D} a directed system

of groups such that each M; is an 2?,-module and ξ{{mr) = ξl{m)πi(r) for all

m e Mi, r e J?, . Let M = lim Mt , R = lim iv?t .

PROPOSITION 2. 1. 7/* Z) w countable^ then hdR(M) ^ 1 + ^/> hdR.(Mi) and

gl.

Proof. See Berstein [3].

We generalize this result to any cardinal i<n, where n & ω.

Let 27 = {J r IΓ < ^ J be cofinal in A Then the direct limit over D

is the same as over Dr, so we may assume Π = D.

LEMMA 2. 2. Assume n>0. Then there exist directed subsets {Er \ ϊ

< K«} of D such that

Eβ £ Eγ for β<T

Cardinality Er — &n-i for all T < K«.

Proof Assume Eβ has been defined for all β<ϊ. Let Er,o = {d«\a

< K w - i + r}U Όβ<rEβ. Then Er,o has cardinality Kn-i. Once Er,i has

been defined, define Er,i+i= Er,i U Fi, where Fi is the image of a function

from Er,i x Er,i—>D taking {x,y) to an upper bound of x and y. Then

each Er,i has cardinality ίKn-i, and so does Er = u7=oEr,ΐ. Clearly

D = U r<^«£r and each Ĵ r is a directed subset of D.

THEOREM 2. 3. ijf β set of cardinality K» w cofinal in D, then

hdR{M) < w + 1 + sup hdRi{Mή
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gl. d(R)^n + l + supgl. d(Rή.

Proof. Berstein in [3] reduces the situation to the case where each

Ri = R and π{ = the identity by first using induction to get each Mi

7?*-projective and then using the fact that MR is the direct limit of

{_Mi(g)R.R}. So we may assume all Mi are /^-modules. We now use

induction on n. The basis is Proposition 2. 1. Now assume n > 0.

By Lemma 2. 2, D = U r<£nEr9 where each Er is a directed set of

cardinality Kn-i. Now

Mr= lim Mi= Σ ©Mil m Σ {nii-ξim^R

and by induction hdR{Mr) ^ sup hdR{Mi) + n. By Proposition 0. 2,

Σ {mi - £/wf)#) ̂  sup hdB(Mi) + w - 1.

By Corollary 0. 3,

n + sup hdR(Mi) ^ hdR (U r<R» Σ im —
i(ΞΌ&<rEβ

Also, λrf*(Σ θ Mf) = sup hdR(Mi).

But

M = lim Mi = Σ

so by Proposition 0. 2, hdR(M) ^ sup hdR{Mi) + w + 1.

The statement about global dimensions follows since any left ideal of R

is the direct limit of left ideals of the Ri (take inverse images of the maps

from the Ri—> R).

Theorem 2. 3 obtains the best possible bounds, for any ideal in a valua-

tion ring is a direct limit of projective ideals, and if it is generated by a

set of Kw elements but no set of smaller cardinality, its dimention is n +1.

And a free boolean ring on K* generators (global dimension n + 1 by [13])

is a direct limit of semi-simple Artinian rings.
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